CARLESON MEASURES AND MULTIPLIERS OF DIRICHLET-TYPE SPACES RON HERMAN AND ERIC SAWYER
ABSTRACT. A function p from [0,1] onto itself is a Dirichlet weight if it is increasing, p" < 0 and limI_o+ x/p(x) = 0. The corresponding Dirichlettype space, Dp, consists of those bounded holomorphic functions on U = {z 6 C: \z\ < 1} such that |/'(z)|2p(l -\z\) is integrable with respect to Lebesgue measure on U. We characterize in terms of a Carleson-type maximal operator the functions in the set of pointwise multipliers of Dp, M(DP) = (g: U -> C:gfeDp,VfeDp}. -oo < a < oo; in case a -1/2 this is the classical Dirichlet space of functions in H(U) whose derivatives are square-integrable on U. Taylor [10] described M(Da) when a lies outside (0,1/2]: for a < 0, M(Da) = H°°(U) = H(U) n L°°(U) while for a > 1/2, M(Da) = Da (so that Da is an algebra). D. Stegenga [8] showed that for pa(r) = r1~2a, a < 1,
that is, the two terms in (1.2) are equivalent in the sense that each is no larger than a constant multiple of the other, the constants being independent of /. 
for all finite collections of pairwise disjoint subarcs {/,-} on the unit circle T = {z E C: \z\ = 1}. Here S(I) denotes the square {z = reiB: eie E I and (1 -|I|)+ < r < 1}, |J| is the arclength of the subarc I, and Capa(E) denotes the Bessel capacity of order a of the set E.
Our characterization of M(DP) differs from (1.3) in that we replace the capacity by a Carleson-type maximal operator and so are able to test a certain inequality, (1.4), over subarcs of T rather than finite unions of subarcs. This maximal operator, Mp, associates to nonnegative h onU a function Mph on T by (Mph)(el6) = supIIJMI/l)]-1/2 ff h(z) dz, J Js(i) the supremum being over all subarcs I oi T containing e'e. Adopting the usual notation, Xe, for the characteristic function of the set E, we can now state for all subarcs I of T.
We now outline in some detail the proof of Theorem A. There are two main steps. First, in §2, Plancherel's theorem is used to show the norm defined at f(z) = T,n=oanZn in Dp by
is equivalent to the one in (1.1). We next observe that, p being concave, np(l/n) is a nondecreasing function of n, so Dp must be contained in the Hardy space 
for all h E H2(T). Taking complex conjugates, it is seen (1.7) would, in fact, hold for all h E L2 (T). By the closed graph theorem, this is equivalent to the existence of C > 0 such that (1.8) ff \(Pr * Kp * h)(e'e)\2 dp(reie) <C f \h(el$)\2 d9
for all h E L2(T), with dp -|g'(£)|2/9(l-|z|) dz. Any p E B(U), the class of positive Borel measures on U, which satisfies (1.8) will be called a Carleson measure on Sp. The proof of Theorem A is completed in §111 by a characterization of such Carleson measures. This characterization is also used in §IV to give another approach to the "Fejer-Riesz inequality" of Nagel, Rudin and Shapiro [6] .
II. Dirichlet-type spaces. In Theorem 2.2 below we require the following result, whose proof can be found, for example, in [2, p. 183].
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose {c"}^__00 is an even, nonnegative sequence on Z which is nonincreasing and convex on Z+ with limn_oo cn -0. Then the even function K(et9) -X)^°=-oo cne~mfl is nonnegative and integrable on T. THEOREM 2.2. Suppose p is a Dirichlet weight. Then the function Kp given through its Fourier coefficients in (1.6) is even, nonnegative and integrable on T.
The mapping Tp defined in terms of Kp by (Tph)(reie) = (Pr * Kp * h)(e*e), h E H2(T), is 1-1 from H2(T) onto Dp. Further, the norm || ||* of (1.5) induced on Tph E Dp by taking the H2(T)-norm of h is equivalent to the norm || ||p in (1.1).
PROOF. The assertions concerning Kp follow from Lemma 2.1 once it is observed cn -[np(i/n)]~ll2, n > 1, is nonincreasing and convex as a consequence of the concavity of p.
We next prove || ||p and || ||* are equivalent, which implies Dp C TP(H2(T)), as was pointed out in §1. Now, Plancherel's theorem shows that for f(z) = Zn=o*nZn in H(U), r r rl /-27T oo 2 \f'(z)\2p(l-\z\)dz= p(l-r)rdr y>a"rn-1ei<n-1>' d0 JJU JO JO ~y°° r r1 i = 27rV;n2|an|2 / r2^1 p(l -r) dr .
n=l Uo -I
We must prove f r2n~1p(l-r)dr= f p(r)(l -r)2"1'1 dr Kn'1 p(l/n).
Jo Jo
Since p is increasing,
Moreover, p(r)/r nonincreasing implies f p(r)(l -r)2"-1 dr < np(l/n) f r(l -r)2""1 dr.
Jl/n Jl/n But, integration by parts, followed by elementary estimates, yields f r(l -r)2"-1 dr < n'2.
Jl/n
This completes the proof of the equivalence of the norms. To see Tp is 1-1 onto Dp we note that as >\ inf f(Pr*K)(ei(e-*))d9\f dvfre4*).
-[reVeSinJS \JS{I)
However, for rei4> ES(I), It remains to prove (3.8). We claim this follows from the fact that The second step in the proof of Theorem 3.1 involves the following analogue of a two-weight norm inequality for maximal operators in [7] ; the proof is a straightforward adaptation of ones given in [7] and so is omitted. 
Choosing /? so small that CP < 1/2 and subtracting CP JT[T'k(fp)(ei0)]p' d9 from both sides of (3.16) yields
From (3.15) and (3.17) we conclude that (3.14) holds if and only if I [MK(fp)(el0)]p' dO<cjf f(rJ*)p' dp(re*«)
for all / > 0. Finally, Theorem 3.3 with dv(e't0) = d9 yields the conclusion of Theorem 3.1.
As pointed out in §1, g E M(DP) if and only if g E H°°(U) and TKp : L2(T) -► L2(p), where dp(z) = ]g'(z)\2p(l -\z\)dz. We now know the boundedness of Tk" is equivalent to (3.2) holding for K = Kp and p = 2, provided it can be shown that Kp satisfies (3.1). We complete the proof of Theorem A by showing (3.1) for K = Kp, as well as the equivalence of Mk" and Mp in LEMMA 3.4. Suppose p is a Dirichlet weight and let K = Kp be defined by (1.6) . If k denotes the least nonincreasing even majorant of K, then one has the equivalences
Jo Jo PROOF. By the definition of K, x'1 f*K(y)dy < ar1 $*K(y)dy. Summing by parts we obtain K(x) = J^L0(n + l)A2k(n)(f>n(x), wherê
is the F£jer kernel of order n. Thus, recalling that {k(n)} is convex, we obtain 
IV. The Fejer-Riesz inequality. Finally, we specialize Theorem 3.3 to the case in which K = Kp, so that Mk" is equivalent to Mp; v is Lebesgue measure on T; p is carried by the line segment L = {z EU: Imz = 0, 0 < Rez < 1}. / sup [sp(s)]~1/2 / dp dx<C f dp < oo, Jo [x<s<t Jl-s J Jl-t whenever 0 < t < 1.
Condition (4.1) suggests a natural way to construct a Carleson measure for Sp which is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure on L. The idea is to suppose equality holds in (4.1) and that the supremum in square brackets on the left side is attained at s = x. With F(t) = ft_t dp, this means I [xp(x)]~1F(x)2dx = CF(t), 0<t<l.
Jo
If we further normalize p so that F(l) = 1 and set C = 1, then F satisfies the boundary value problem f F'(t) = Mtjrw, To summarize, we have proved Corollary 4.6 (cf. Nagel, Rudin and Shapiro [6] ). Suppose p is a Dirichlet weight and let p be the measure carried by L given by (4.2). Then p is a Carleson measure for Sp.
